Failure to adequately enforce existing drilling rules is harming Ohio’s public health, safety, and environment.
Ohio’s Oil & Gas Enforcement
DOGRM — IT IS TIME FOR SERIOUS INSPECTIONS AND ENFORCEMENT

The Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management (DOGRM) within Ohio’s Department of Natural Resources (DNR) is responsible for oil and gas permitting and enforcement.1 Prior to October 2011, the oil and gas program was under the Division of Mineral Resources Management.2

Since the 1850s close to 300,000 oil and gas wells have been drilled in Ohio. Many of these wells have been abandoned, and most of Ohio’s 64,500 active wells are classified as “stripper” wells, which produce minimal amounts of oil and gas on a daily basis.3 Despite low production, stripper wells still require regulatory oversight,4 as do abandoned wells, which caused more than 40 cases of private water supply contamination in Ohio between 1983 and 2007.5

Ohio has yet to experience the oil and gas shale drilling boom of its neighbor Pennsylvania, where more than 5,700 shale gas wells have been drilled since 2005.6 As of April 2012, just 112 horizontal oil and gas wells had been drilled in shale formations in Ohio.7 The state of Ohio, however, is expected to experience “a significant increase in future drilling,” because much of the state sits over the Utica Shale formation, which is predicted to hold large natural gas reserves and potentially oil, and significant leasing of the Utica shale has already occurred.8 Our research shows DOGRM is not prepared for an oil and gas boom and that the agency does not adequately enforce existing regulations at current drilling levels. Most importantly:

- The inspection force is severely understaffed.
- Oversight of pollution violations is hampered because spills are not reported.
- Fines are rarely levied for violations.
- Penalties are inadequate to punish or prevent irresponsible behavior by oil and gas operators.

Inspection Rate – POOR GRADE

Relative to other states we reviewed, Ohio ranks low in terms of how many inspections it conducts per year. As shown in the table below, Ohio has more active oil and gas wells than either Colorado or New Mexico, but in 2010 Ohio inspectors conducted half the number of inspections of their New Mexico counterparts, and only 65 percent of what inspectors in Colorado performed.10

Strikingly, in 2010 Ohio failed to perform inspections at 91 percent of the state’s active oil and gas wells. That is, more than 58,000 active oil and gas wells had no regulatory oversight that year.

There were 21 oil and gas inspectors in Ohio in 2010. That year, the Oil and Gas Law was updated, with the intention of adding 33 new regulatory staff.11 In 2011, there were 27 inspectors in the state.12 The additional staff did little to relieve the enormous burden placed on each inspector. With 64,500 active wells in 2011, each inspector had oversight responsibility for an average of 2,388 active wells.13 It is impossible for one inspector to visit, let alone carefully inspect, more than two thousand active well sites a year.

Clearly, DOGRM is incapable of inspecting Ohio’s existing wells, and without substantial, systemic improvements, cannot provide adequate oversight for the anticipated addition of thousands of new shale oil and gas wells that may be developed in both the Marcellus and the Utica Shale formations.

More than 91% of active oil and gas wells in Ohio were NOT inspected in 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Number of inspections</th>
<th>Number of wells inspected</th>
<th>Number of active wells</th>
<th>Approx. # of active wells NOT inspected</th>
<th>Active wells NOT inspected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>16,228</td>
<td>16,228 (est.)</td>
<td>43,354</td>
<td>27,126</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>20,780</td>
<td>20,780 (est.)</td>
<td>53,053</td>
<td>32,273</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>2,460</td>
<td>2,460 (est.)</td>
<td>10,314</td>
<td>7,854</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>9,374</td>
<td>5,644</td>
<td>64,378</td>
<td>58,734</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>15,368</td>
<td>8,565</td>
<td>91,167</td>
<td>82,602</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>121,123</td>
<td>121,123 (est.)</td>
<td>282,896</td>
<td>161,773</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Violations – WHEN INSPECTORS GO LOOKING, THEY FIND VIOLATIONS

Data obtained through DOGRM’s Risk Based Data Management System (RBDMS) show that violations of oil and gas rules have been declining since 2004, but surged in 2011. The increase may be due to the fact that inspections also increased in 2011. As seen in the chart below, in Ohio oil and gas violations are closely tied to the number of inspections. The recent rise in violations is particularly troublesome because, as seen on the chart on the previous page, it has led to increased environmental pollution.

Enforcement Actions – FINES INFREQUENTLY LEVIED, INADEQUATE TO DETER VIOLATORS

No statistics or information on enforcement actions and penalties could be found on the DOGRM website or in its publications, but DOGRM provided Earthworks with data for this report. As seen in the chart (bottom, right) DOGRM does not pursue many enforcement actions against oil and gas violators, and the enforcement rate has declined since 2008. That year, one penalty was issued for every 23 violations. In 2011 one penalty was issued for every 57 violations.

There has been a small increase in total fines assessed (from $16,500 in 2008 to $74,000 in 2011), but the amount of individual fines remains a pittance. In 2005, it was reported that “The DMRM [now DOGRM] seeks to resolve most issues without the use of penalties, finding that it improves compliance.” This is not surprising given that up until 2012 the maximum fine for violating an oil and gas rule was capped at $20,000, far too low to be a deterrent of bad practices.

In June 2012, Senate Bill 315 was passed. According to DOGRM, it established “mandatory daily fines for well operators who violate the law.” For most violations the maximum fine is $4,000 per day, although violations related to transporting and injecting brine without a permit have a maximum penalty of $20,000 per day. Pollution of drinking water or endangerment of health and safety only garners a daily penalty of $10,000.

It remains to be seen how often these “mandatory” penalties will be applied, and how these new penalties will affect operator compliance.

Accountability and the Public’s Role – CITIZEN COMPLAINTS ON THE RISE; PUBLIC DATA ACCESS NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

Citizen complaints can be an important barometer of industry behavior, and citizens can provide a crucial early warning of problems at oil and gas sites. In Texas, the oil and gas regulatory agency has stated that, “citizens are viewed as extra eyes to help the RRC (Railroad Commission) identify problems.” In Pennsylvania, complaints led to the discovery of at least 700 violations between 2007 and 2011.

Citizen complaints related to oil and gas operations in Ohio rose dramatically in 2011. From 2010, complaints jumped from 146 to 411 complaints.

The DOGRM website states that the division responds to questions or complaints within 24 hours either by telephone or in person. But DOGRM does not have a publicly accessible database of complaints, so it is impossible to track the nature of the various complaints, or whether the complaints were resolved in a timely manner and to the satisfaction of those filing them.

Oil and Gas Inspections in Ohio

RBDMS data seems to confirm a relationship between the number of wells inspected and the number of wells found in violation. For example, the most wells were inspected in 2004. That was also the year with the most wells with violations. As the number of wells inspected declined (e.g., from 2005 to 2010), fewer wells were found to be in violation. In other words, when Ohio inspectors go looking, they find violations.

Oil and Gas Enforcement Actions and Violations in Ohio

The number of penalized violations decreased from 55 in 2008 to 29 in 2011. It’s not clear if the drop in number of enforcement actions since 2008 is due to a lack of staff resources to undertake enforcement efforts.

Regardless of the reason, the message sent to would-be violators is clear: breaking the law has minor or no consequences.
In addition, because Ohio does not provide detailed information regarding citizen complaints, it is not clear why complaints more than doubled from 2010 to 2011. DOGRM should foster relationships with communities by ensuring that citizens’ complaints are tracked by the agency, and are not just responded to but are resolved in a timely manner.

The Path Forward

Our review of Ohio’s enforcement of oil and gas regulations shows DOGRM does not have the regulatory tools to adequately enforce its rules. With a potential boom in oil and gas development on the horizon, it is imperative that shortcomings in oil and gas enforcement in Ohio be remedied as soon as possible. We believe there should be a new rulemaking focusing exclusively on enforcement. Those new rules should address:

INSPecTIONS

• Develop comprehensive and binding inspection protocols for all wells, not just active wells.
• Establish minimum inspector-to-well and annual-inspection-to-well ratios. New wells must not be allowed until the state can meet these minimums.

The relationship between the number of wells inspected and the number of wells found in violation shows that when Ohio inspectors go looking, they find violations.

Competitively pay inspectors so as to retain high quality personnel and ensure competent inspections.

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

• Establish binding criteria for taking enforcement actions and levying penalties that ensure that violations receive consistent treatment.
• Increase fine amounts and actions, especially against the worst operators (such as polluters, repeat offenders and those with the most fines) to encourage better practices and deter potential violators.

THE PUBLIC’S ROLE

• Strengthen relationships with citizens by responding to and resolving citizen complaints in a timely and thorough manner and maintaining communication with the residents of properties where violations have occurred.
• Require operators to report spills of oil, gas liquids, produced water and chemicals.
• Collect and track comprehensive data regarding spills, citizen complaints and oil and gas enforcement— including facilities of concern, nature of complaint/incident, DOGRM follow-up and resolution, violations found, enforcement actions taken, and penalties levied/collected.
• Publish comprehensive oil and gas enforcement data (on inspections, violations, enforcement actions taken, and penalties levied/collected) online, in a publicly accessible, searchable format. Make data available on a well-by-well basis and by bulk download.
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